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Where are you on the SD-WAN journey?

Ensure seamless transition throughout and inform your next steps with Network Emulation.
Use the interactive links throughout this guide to explore the testing content most relevant to you.

PLAN
How do we migrate from
legacy infrastructure to
SD-WAN without affecting
QoS?
What design is best for our
business?
Which topology is most
effective - transport methods,
switches, routers?

DEPLOY
Now we are live how can I

DEPLOYMENT

PLANNING

validate SLA performance?
Is there a way I can test to
ensure policies are being met?

What
is your
your
What is
challenge?
challenge?

Which vendor solution is best
suited to us?

Can I get insight into business
resilience on the new network
design?
Is traffic prioritised as we
designed it to?

Can we ensure SLA
enforcement?
Can I get visibility of
Application and Infrastructure
performance?

OPTIMIZATION

Our network is so complex
where do we start?

OPTIMIZE
We want to change our design
but don’t want to test it on the live
environment?

How can I optimise the design for
SAAS Applications?

I want to be able to forecast and
analyse the performance for
effective resource planning?

I need to troubleshoot – we have
policy violations and I am not sure
why?

Planning or considering SD-WAN
Explore our
‘How to test for SD-WAN success’
guide and find a testing solution
to address your planning challenges.
Click on the buttons below to learn more.
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Deployment of SD-WAN
Explore our
‘How to test for SD-WAN success’
guide and find a testing solution to
address your planning challenges.
Click on the buttons below to learn more.
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your SLA’s and QoS
agreements.
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Optimize SD-WAN
Explore our
‘How to test for SD-WAN success’
guide and find a testing solution to
address your planning challenges.
Click on the buttons below to learn more.
As content continues to
be consumed at
unprecedented rates
across the business
environment, the
requirements for data
backup and storage, and
access to cloud
applications will also
persist, putting constant
demand on network
bandwidth. To keep
operations running
smoothly, reviews of
network performance
and how it can be
optimized is required.

For many this could
mean a re-design as
new applications are
deployed or research
and analysis into
predicted network
resource requirements
to enable organizational
growth through the
establishment of new
offices.

Whatever the challenge,
having the ability to run
scenario testing away
from the live network
but under the exact
same conditions will
provide the insight and
confidence required to
make any decisions on
future network changes.

Whether you are
looking to make basic
link changes to your
SD-WAN architecture
or redesign a complex
mesh network with
multiple interconnected
locations, you can
identify and validate
optimal performance
designs with Network
Emulation.

Acting as a network in a box, network emulators such as the Calnex SNE can perfectly mimic the
real-world conditions under which an SD-WAN or hybrid network needs to perform. This live
environment testing can enable you to evaluate how changes to a new network will impact
performance.
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Test Guide

How to test for SD-WAN success – A Network Emulation Test Guide

Basic SD-WAN Architecture
Testing with Network Emulation
throughout the SD-WAN journey
can ensure a seamless transition for
your business.
This test guide provides an insight
into some of the testing options that
can be carried out to address the
challenges faced when planning,
deploying and optimising your
SD-WAN.

The first and most common test is validating conformance to policies when SLAs are
violated. The graphic below shows the basic architecture whereby there are two links – a dedicated
MPLS connection and a public internet connection. This could be between a branch office and
corporate HQ or datacentre. Impairments will be introduced that violate the policy set for traffic
along a specific link. In the main example delay will be introduced. If this exceeds the value set
within the SLA the expected behaviour would be that some or all of the traffic switches to the next
best path, in this case the internet connection. The test validates whether the expected behaviour is
observed.
In the following tests we show how using Calnex SNE you can run test scenarios for validating
conformance policies.

Basic SD-WAN Architecture
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Test Scenarios
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Basic SD-WAN Architecture
1. Policy violation of a static SLA with delay
The service should be able to detect and report network KPI violations
and upon a violation detection, should be able to intelligently reroute the
affected paths to maintain service performance.

Calnex SNE single link map with delay packet.

Additional tests include:
Policy violation of static SLA with packet loss
Policy violation of static SLA with limited bandwidth

Calnex SNE single link map with packet loss.

Test Scenarios
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Basic SD-WAN Architecture
2. Policy violation of a dynamic SLA with delay
The rationale for this test is the same for the series of tests with static SLAs. The service should be able to detect and report network KPI violations and upon a
violation detection, should be able to intelligently reroute the affected paths to maintain service performance. What differs is that a number of SD-WAN
platforms will operate with dynamic SLAs. In other words values set for permissible levels of latency, loss, etc. may change at different times. In this case the
architecture and basic emulation map design will remain the same. What the test requires is the ability to automate changes to impairment values.

Calnex SNE has a feature called “Timeline”. This feature enables you to preset
values which will automatically change at a point in time. Therefore when
running the test if the SLA changes to a higher/lower value then SNE can
equally change values without manual intervention. As before multiple
variations of the test with delay can be set up in the same manner using
different impairments.

Learn more about Network Emulation

To explore testing with complex mesh network architecture
view the next section of the test guide.

Test Guide
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Complex Mesh Network Architecture
Testing with Network Emulation
throughout the SD-WAN journey can
ensure a seamless transition for your
business.
This test guide provides an insight into
some of the testing options that can be
carried out to address the challenges
faced when planning, deploying and
optimising your SD-WAN.

In a complex mesh network, the network design options can be wide ranging with multiple MPLS
and Internet link combinations available between various locations such as a datacentre, HQ
office and branch offices.
Regardless of where you are on the SD-WAN journey being able to mimic your
real-world network topology and run various scenario tests is essential to achieving
validation of it’s performance.
The example below displays a mesh architecture between a datacentre, HQ office, Branch office
1 and Branch office 2. In the following test scenarios we explore how using Calnex SNE you can
test scenarios such as validation of conformance to policies when SLAs are violated across one
or multiple links in the network.
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Policy Violation - Complex Mesh Network Architecture
The flexibility of the Calnex SNE means that you can design a map to
emulate your exact architecture and introduce impairments on the
network to meet your testing needs.
In this test case we are going to look at policy violations.
Example of the types of tests you can carry out under this scenario are:

Policy violation of a static SLA with delay
Policy violation of static SLA with packet loss
Policy violation of static SLA with limited bandwidth
Policy violation of a dynamic SLA with delay.

In our use case below we use ‘Policy Violation of a static SLA with delay’.
To test a simple link to link we introduce Delay that violates the policy set
for traffic along this specific link.
If this exceeds the value set within the SLA the expected behaviour is
that some or all of the traffic switches to the next best path. This test
validates whether the expected behaviour is observed.
Calnex SNE single link map with delay packet.

Taking this approach we can then explore how you can to do this
test within our example complex mesh network with
multiple links.

Test Scenarios
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Policy Violation of a static SLA with delay - Complex Mesh Network Architecture
For policy violation testing, each link in our network may have a different SLA value and so a test plan for the full network would need to include options for
testing the violation behaviour on each of these.
Using the SNE core capabilities, the exact topology can be recreated and values set rather breaking it down and creating multiple single link tests. The map
example below shows both the MPLS and internet links on our example network mapped on the emulator. Each of these has impairments that are used to
exceed the value set within the SLA to initiate the expected behaviour that some or all of the traffic switches to the next best path. The test validates whether the
expected behaviour is then observed across all the links.

Ports 1-3 MPLS links

Ports 4-6 Internet links

Calnex SNE complex multi-link map with multiple impairments.
For each of these links the values and impairment types can be adjusted to suit the testing needs.

Calnex SNE complex multi-link map with multiple impairments.

Test Scenarios
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Policy Violation of a static SLA with delay - Complex Mesh Network Architecture
With complex architectures, the link configurations between HQ, branch
offices, datacentres and cloud based applications can create extensive
testing requirements due to the number of potential scenarios which can
arise.
Flexibility is essential when testing these and key features in emulation
can enable testing to be carried out effectively and efficiently.

Ability to route traffic from any port to any port on the emulator.
Port density that scales up to 16 1GbE ports to enable greater
interconnectivity.
Virtual routing meaning that test traffic sent to the unit can take an
intelligent routing decision at the ingress port.

For more information on how Calnex SNE can help make your transition to SD-WAN as seamless as possible:
Click on the button below to learn more about our Network Emulation product.

Learn more about Network Emulation

Calnex Solutions is a global leader in Test and Measurement solutions
for next-generation telecom networks. Our products help to prove new
technologies for applications such as SD-WAN, DataCenters, Cloud/OTT,
Broadcast Video, and AV/Video conferencing.
For more information on Calnex’s network emulation products, and to
take advantage of our extensive experience in network emulation test,
contact Calnex Solutions today:
tel: +44 (0) 1506 671 416
email: info@calnexsol.com
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